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on the backside of the paper. On the fabric side the thread ends are 
trimmed leaving a tail about 1/2” long.

NOTE -  Removing Papers: The foundation papers are not removed until 
you are ready to assemble the quilt top.

 █ REGISTRATION LINES (TRP)
Step 1:  The T-Templates have registration lines (marked as 
dotted lines with a TRP label).  Remove each T-Template set from 
Bag #D2. Make sure the T-Template is stacked on top of the fabrics 
that are the same size and all of the edges are perfectly aligned 
in each set.  The T-Templates that include 
TRP Lines are shown graphically below 
.   

Step 2: Unthread your 
machine, and replace the 
needle with a size 90/80. 
With the first T-Template 
Set at your machine, 
perfectly aligned 
with the fabric 
beneath, sew 
through the 
paper and the 
fabrics with just 
the needle, marking 
the registration lines on 
each fabric.    

Step 3: Change the needle back to the 70/80 needle. Re-thread 
the machine and set the stitch length = 2.8 and sew on the lines 
marked by the needle-punching.  Repeat this process with each 
T-Template set. 

NOTE - Marking Pencil Option: Double check the needle punch holes 
against the T-Template before sewing each piece.  If the needle punch 
holes do not match because the pieces weren’t perfectly aligned when 
punched, you may need to use a marking pencil and mark the registration 
lines on the backside of the fabric. This can be done by cutting out a  
thin line on each registration line on the paper template. Replace the 
templates matching the backside of the template up with the wrong-side 
of the fabric. With a light pencil mark the fabric along each of the cut 
registration lines. 
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 █ ASSEMBLE THE BORDER UNITS

 ► Illustration 1
Arrange the Foundation Units and T-Templates onto your design 
wall as shown.  Remove all the foundation papers from the backside 
of each Unit. Make sure you don’t get your Units or T-Templates 
mixed up. If you mix them up none of the (TRP) lines will match up.  
Before you begin to sew these units together, make sure your stitch 
length is set back to normal for paper-piecing and that you have set 
your machine to sew a 1/4” seam. 

 ► Illustration 2
Step 1: Join Unit D1 to T-Template D7.  The seam is pressed 
towards Template D7.

Step 2: Join Unit D2 to T-Template D8.  The seam is pressed 
towards Template D8.

Step 3: Join Unit D3 to T-Template D9.  The seam is pressed 
towards Template D10.

Step 4: Join Unit D4 to T-Template D10.  The seam is pressed 
towards Template D11.

Step 5: Join Unit D5 to T-Template D11.  The seam is pressed 
towards Template D9.

Step 6: Join Unit D6 to T-Template D12.  The seam is pressed 
towards Template D8.

Step 7: Join T-Template D1 to T-Template D2.  The seam is 
pressed towards T-Template D2.

 ► Illustration 3
Step 8: Match and pin the (TRP) lines before you sew. Join the 
pieces as shown in Illustration 3 to complete Group 1 and 2. 

Step 9: The Illustrations show the pressing from the front side. The 
diagonal seams are pressed Counter Clockwise on the back showing 
clockwise on the front. 

 ► Illustration 4
Step 10: Join the (3) groups as shown to complete the Corner 
Units.

Step 11: The last two seams on each corner are pressed towards 
the center. As shown with the arrows.
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